["Minimal" focal potentials of the hippocampus and their post-tetanic alteration].
The work was aimed at recording in the hippocampus of unanesthetized rabbits changes in the EEG evoked by a single afferent spike. Extracellular focal activity was summarized by a computer triggered by spontaneous single unit discharges from a contralateral homotopic hippocampal point. No stable signal was revealed consistent with characteristics of EEG evoked by a unit discharge. Discharges of presumed Shafter collaterals were recorded at CA1 in two cases. After summation of focal activity recorded by the same microelectrode negative of 40-60 micronV amplitude were seen when the computer was triggered by these discharges. Such waves are supposed to be evoked by single spikes. Evoked potentials were recorded at the level of Shaffer collaterals (CA1) and mossy fibres (CA3) layers. In most cases the dependence of the evoked potential amplitudes on the current strength was not smooth but stepwise at nearthreshold stimulation. "Minimal" evoked potentials corresponding to the first step (40-80 micronV) are supposed to be produced by impulses in a single afferent fibres. No long-lasting posttetanic potentiation of "minimal" evoked potentials produced by the Shaffer collateral synapses was found. "Minimal" evoked potentials after mossy fibres stimulation underwent prominent potentiation. These data are consistent with the hypothesis of synaptic localization of the mechanisms of the long-lasting hippocampal posttetanic potentiation.